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Choosing the Right

Heat treater
Ge.tting the right,proliider far your jab.
Kun IHa.wker

m

eat treating is a cntical operation in gear

II

manufacturing:
h
can make or break:
the quality of your final
product. Yet it is one that
frequent1ygear manufacturers outsource to someone
el e. Then the crucial question becomes, how do you
know you're getlil'lg the right
heal treater? How can you
guarantee your end product
when you have turned over
this important process to
someone else?
The answer is a straightforward one. but one which
in my experience is overlooked far too frequently.
The secret to buying good
heat treating service is to do
your homework. Ask. lots of
question
and demand clear
and documented answers.
This documentation
is
crucial. In (he present competitive environmene, when
more and more of your customers are' seeking some
kind of quality system registration, like ISO 9000, 'OS9000 or NADCAP (National
I

Aerospace Defen e Contractor Accreditation Program),
and demanding the same of
you, a heat treater who is
also registered or who can
provide detailed documentation. of his or Iter processes is
becoming almost a necessity.

Even if you or your customers don't absolutely
require such documentarion,
its existence win certainly
help you to sleep at night
But documentation
alone
is not enough. You need
answers '1.0 over a dozen
important questions before
deciding 011 the fight heat
treater. The easiest way to get
them is to ask your heat
treater (or potential heat
treater) to fill out a supplier
survey (see sidebar 'on page
(0). which should contain the
answers to most of them. If a
heat treater can't or won't.
take the time to do that,
maybe you should be taking
your business elsewhere.
Here are some of the
questions
thai. might be
included in your survey.
1. Are the company's
operations certified for quality? If so, by whom? When
was it last audited? The last
is the most
important.
Programs like ISO 9000 and
QS-9000 require regular
audits, and your potential
supplier should be current. At
the arne umebeware of the
buzz words in company literature to the effect that "'...
we have processed work for
Ford" or "GM processing
capabilities." Maybe the heat
treater did one job for Ford or
OM 15 years ago. Find out

Goodl heal 'IreBterl have ,good!,documentable qua'lity contro'lsysttms.

specifically what this phrase
means to' the company.
2. What kind of quality
system is in place? How
closely is it followed? There
should be four parts to this
system: A quality control
manual explaining the enl.ire
system; clearly outlined procedures that are followed
consistently; job instruction
sheets for each job and controls on portions of the job
that involve outside suppliers.

IKurt Hawke:r
is thedirector of sales and
marketing for Progressive Stui
Treating. a commercial heal
treater in Loves Park. .11.
He has Oll;!r 15years'
experience ;n heattreating
and quality control.
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR A HEAT TREAT SUPPL'IER SURVEY
I. GENERAL
1. Do you han a written quality policy?

No

2. Who is responsible for quality assurance and planning

.7

3. Is management committed 10 quality and the use of statistical methods
Ves

No

Yes

No

Yas

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yas

No

Yes

No

Vas

No

3. Are these updated 8nd reviewed?

Yes

No

IV. LOT CONTROL
1. Ar. lot control procedures documented?

Yas

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yas

No

Ye.

No,

5, Are in-process routing sheats. process sheets or routing ,cards
used 10 control material throughout the manufecturing process?

Yas

No

6. Are written o.perator and inspection instructions that include frequencies
and sample sizas available at control points or the proper area?

Yas

No

Yes

No

Yas

No

2. Is thera a written procedure outlining final inspaction including sample sila?

Yes

No

3. Is the final audit perfonned by the ,quality department?

Yes

No

4. Is supplier willing to certify conformance to requirements?

Yes

'No

Yes

No

Yas

No

Yas

No

to control quality?

4. 15there a management statement in the manual?
5. 15the quality policy reviewed pt least annually, and are Bctions taken
to aSlura eompllanca with the policy?

6. May we saa your quelity manual?

n. ORGANIZATION-ADMINISTRATIVE
1. Does a current formal organizational chart exist that defines
responsibility

Bnd authority?

2. Do departments other than quality participate in the quality planning1
J. Are statistical/analytical

or other new techniques used in
the planning process to improve process capability?

III. TRAINING
1.15 there a documented quality training program for management,
quality and production personnel?
2.. Are written te$land inspection instructions
operators and inspection personnel?

2. Is product identification
3. Is traceability

readily accessible 10

maintainad throughout the process?

maintained throughout the operetion?

V. INCOMING PRODUCT/MATERIAL PROCESS CONTROLS
1. Are adeque.te incoming/receiving
end/or instructions aveilable?

.inspection procedures

2. Is incoming malarial epproved and properly identified
prior to releasa to production operations?

3. Is nonconforming material proparly identifiad prior to
releese to production operations?·

4. Are materials awaiting inspection proparly ,identifiad
and segregated from previouslV inspected materials?

7. Is statistical process control used for significant product characteristics
and process parameters?

VI. PRODUCT VERIFICATION
1. Do all finished malerials r,aceive a fina'i audi1/inspectioni'

VII. HOUSEKEEPING
1. Is there B system to assura plant cleanliness
responsibility for housekeeping?

and to assign

2. Are tbe company's facilities clean. well-lighted

and properly marked?

3. Do plant, officas a.nd personnal ,reflect a positive image?

This form should also, contain information about tha tota'i number of employees, number of sbifts worked, number of q.R. personnel, building sile and contact names.
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3. What are the company's capabilities? Can this
heat treater do your job? Are
his or her furnaces
big
enough? What about ancillary equipment? For example, if you have very large
gears to be worked all, does
he have sufficent equipment
and facilities to handle your
parts without
damaging
them? Does she have enough
personnel to do your job in
the lime frame you require?
4. Can you get a statement
of liability? This comes down
to the question of whether
this heat treater win stand
behind his work, If something goes wrong, if there is a
catastrophic failure of one of
your gears that can be traced
to the heat treating process,
does this supplier have an
umbrella insurance policy to
cover losses and damages? In
what amount? What happens
if your job is damaged or lost
in the heat treater's plant?
Are you going to be left holding the bag?
S. Is there a metallurgist
on staff? The answer to this
question win tell you a lot
about how seriously this heat
treater takes quality control.
Heat treating is a metal structural transformation process,
and someone on staff who is
well-versed in the science of
metals can solve a lot of
small problems before they
become big ones and can
avoid a great many of them
altogether. A metallurgist
also can be critical to assessing liability. Supposing a
batch of gears fails because
of defects in the metal. A
heat treater may compensate
you for the damages, but
with a trained metallurgist on
staff, you might discover that
the material house was really
responsible for the failure.

_----M-ArM:GEMENT
The compensation
should
have come from them.
Furthermore, this leads to a
question you might otherwi e
not have asked-do I need a
different material supplier'!
6. Will.this company provide you with an organizational chart, and does it
show how mtl1lY departments
are really involved in quality
control? Who is re ponsihle
for quality at 1lI,)S company?
What other responsibilities
does this person have? Is he
or she a full-time quality person, or does he also double
as, the receptionist and the
delivery driver? Does more
than one person have input
into quality issues? What
kind of reporting
system
exists? What kind of communication takes place between
department ? Are there qualitychecks in every department as a matter of routine?
7. How well-trained are
the people at .this comp.any?
How long have they been
employed? What kind of ongoing training doe the company provide? How do you
know the company doesn't
routinely call up the local
day labor provider and ask
for "five loaders and five furnace operators today"?
8. What kind of process
and lot control goes on here?
Are instructions conveyed by
word-of-mouth or are computer-generated job instnrction sheeetsassigned to each
job that follow it through its
time at. the facility? A modem plant will have a system
of identification and control
'lila! tracks II job from tbe
moment i.t enters the plant
until :it leaves again. Job
instruction
may be locked
into a computer, with changes
to procedures,
except by
supervisors, prevented, Does

MAm.RS
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'this company have any way
totrack its rate of repeatability? How consistent is its
work? Can anyone from the
company
document
the
answer?
9. How thorougi: are the
company's inspection procedures? How many samples
from each job are checked?
Is this number adequate to
the size of your job? If the
company checks two pieces
per load, and your job consists of 10,000 pieces, is that
a sufficient sample? Win it
meet the documentation
requirements of your customer? How often does this
heat treater check and calibrate his instruments and furnaces? How new are they?
10. How far back are
records kept? My company
keeps records for seven years
or for the life of a program.
Do you need that level of
documentation?
Can this
heat treater provide the level
you need?
II. What about the compony's housekeeping practices? This involves more
than just keeping a clean and
tidy shop, although that is
important. How safe is this
plant? Is it. well-lit? WeHventilated? Well-organized?
Is it. in danger of being shut
down by OSHA?
12. Does this company
have a locked and bonded
holding area? Short of that,
does it have some verifiable
method of preventing bad
gears from slipping back into
the system? Companies that
produce aerospace pans will
often have a gated area where
rejects are kept under lock and
key until the customer can be
notified of inconsistencies,
1.3. Does this plant do
inspections
of incoming
product? If there is a prob-
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GEAR ICIUTIIN,G 'TOOLS
IDIAMEJRAL & MODULE,
"ON THE SHELF INVENTOIRV"
'HOBS.
O~i)
• SHAPER CUTTERS
..•
1DP and filler
Made to AGMA standard

CIRCLE 121

SPIIIRAL BEVEL GEAR,S

Spiral 81Straight BevellGear Manufacturiing.
C'ommercial to air,eraft qUBllity goariing.
S'pur, holliesl. splinedsha,fts, internal &. external,
shaved & g,round g,ears. Spiral bovel'grinding.
Mil~·H5208·

Mil-STD-4~

"A~.~

'..:W£-

IMIDWEST.
& TOOL INt, ~

26069' Groesbeck Hwy.
Warren, MI48089

SPC

-

CIINTACT:
C'RAlGi D. ROSS

(810) 776·7580
IFAX (810J 77:6·2322
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P,ower: Inteigrated
POPI-UPtM Lift/Rotate Induction
Heat-Treating: System
Radyne's Power I'ntegrated Pop-UpTM
heat-treat center is a self-contained
system for hardening and tempering
components in a lift/rotate, submerged quench method to meet the
specific needs of the heat treater. ,A
user-friendly machine interface panel
and RLC control enable quick and
easy setup and operation. All
integrated, modem, efficient.
transistorized inverter power supply
can match a wide variety of heating
coils with easy"to-change tuning
capacitors and a multitap output
isolation transformer.

The lift actuator assembly includes
a ball bearLnglinear way mounted
under a stainless steel sink through
double lip wave seals. A chromeplated stainless steel spindle is
mourned ana tapered roller bearing,
enclosed' ,ina steel housing. The lift
mechanism allows I'oad/unl'oad,
heat and quench positions.

'The Perfect ilntegration
The combination of Radyne's Power
Integrated POp-UpTM and APEX QA™
Quality Assurance system
represents the latest in induction
heat-treating technology,

RA,DYI E
InnDvators in InductiDnHeating
1..800"'236·8360
211 W., Boden Street
Milwaukee. WI 53207, U.S.A.
(414) 481-8360. Fu. (41'0 481·B3D3
a-mail: radyne@exacpc.com
http://www.radyne.com.
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lem with your gears upon
delivery to the heat treater,
will you be notified. or will
this upplier just go ahead
and heat treat them anyway?
14. Willlhis hee» treater
let you come to tile plam to
see product samples run?
Will they allow an on-site
inspection?
A.rter The Vendor Survey
An all-site inspection
is
really the next step in the
procedure, Getting a vendor
survey is only the beginning
of choosing a good heat
treater, You should visit the
plant. I'm always surprised
at how many manufacturer
want to sea] the heat treating
deal over the phone without
ever seeing where th.eir product is going to be sent. or
how it's going to be handled
once it gets (here.
You should pay a visit,
and your potential heat treat
supplier should welcome it.
Bring along the important
people who will be involved
with the production of your
gears. These should include
your quality control manager, the purchasing manager,
the production manager, the
expediter Slid anyone el e
who' going to be interfacing with the heat treater.
They should be able to see a

_

throngs tile heat t.rea.ter's
system, see how the prodlid'S handled and then eval113t.ewhat they've een.
Each of them should be
evaluating the heat treater'
system from hi s or her point
of view, ~ the quality control manager satisfied. with
the inspection process and
equipmenr?

What about

F'ssler
Focusing on
Hard Broaching!

the

level of documentation?
Does your production manager feel good about the way
the product is handled on the
shop floor? Is your expediter
comfortable with what be's
seen in the warehouse in
terms of both incoming and
outgoing product and storage
and handling ill between?
This isthe time to watch
for discrepancies, If a heat
treater has said he can handle
your 40" gears, but all you
see on Iris floor are small furnaces, th:is should. raise quesrions, Is he sending your
product out to be done by
someone else? This sometimes happens, but it's not an
acceptable practice without
your prior approval. II another supplier i involved, who is
it? What kind of quality and
documentation can you count
on from him? What kind of
security can you be assured
of'? Is your product going to

Fassler HS-100
Diamond Broaching Machine
This unique Fassler
HS-1QQreciprocat·
ing hard broaching
machine sets itself
apart by having a
high performance
procedure in the
machining 01 surface hardened internal profiles. The
process is a precise and very fast
production method
of r.emoving heat
treat-ment distortion of internal
splines, key-ways or polvgons. It can also be used as a reclaiming or
salvage procedure that eliminates the need for hand lapping of internal involute or non-involute profiles.
MACHINE FEATURES AND AJJVA_NTAGES:
,.V,erlicsl axis with a short diamondibro8,ch.
.•Automatic cycle.
• Inexpensive short broach.
• High process reliability and:quality.
• Simple loading and unloading, manual or automatic available,
ICHA~RACr:ERJSTlCS'lJf DL~MOND BROACHED' PROFl'I.ES:
-Integrity of dimensional accuracy.
-lncreassd load carrying capacity.
• Functional assembly maintained.
- Surfacelinish (teldure) of profiles.l{ery high.

Fassler
Fiiss'ler Ctlr,poration
11782IN. Maple Road

Fassler AIG

Germantown. WI 153022

CH-B&OODiibendorf
Switzerland
Phone: 1011·4.11·821·3745
Fa'x: 011-411-820-3906

RingstrasS8 20

Phone: 414-.255-0695
FlOC ,414-255-9616,
E·Mail:fass·ler@exDcpc.·com

Fassler makes good 'gears beuer'!
librlled.

,
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A·FiFORD.ABL'E PRICE, , •
QUALITY, , . AVAILAIBILITY , ..

GREAT TAIWAIN GEAR DEUVE!RS

I

IGEAR MANUFACTURERS IFROMrAIWANSpur, helical, worm. bevel, and herringbone gears.
Fine to coarse pitch gears. Gear head and gear reducer.
Plastic, sintering, nonferrous, alloy andstalnlsss steel.
Skiving and grinding. Skive and crown habbing after heattreat

Hob and Shaving Cutterfrom lnren Precision ICO., Ltd.
Hobs: DIN AA, DIN A, TIN,nCN Coating
Dia.1.25'-10'

Max. Length S' 2.5--32 DP

ShavingllCutters:
Max. Dia. W 6-28 DP

IGreat Gear lC1Jrp.
115 Bendingwood C'ir.c'lu,• Taylors. SC 29687
fel: 8IiH22-1266' Fall: 8IiW09-5268:
£-maiI:GleaflaiwanGear@wollllnel.attllet
CIRCLE 195

CUSTOM 'GAGING O:F.ALL TYPES
EXACT & REPEATABlE GEAR. DATA

N'o set-up or master required. PC based SPC program
available er RS-232port Precision Tungsten Carbide
balls or pins for maximum accuracy. Robust construction-Each gauge custom built. Over/under digitall display wI inch or mm conversion,

PiHONE OR FAX fO,R B!RO:CHURE OR DEMO

Member ,ofAGMA

P:.O. Box 367- Springboro. OH 45066 - Fax: 513n46~510a:
Phone: 15,1!3n,46-3800 - E-mail: digit@erinel,eom
CIRCLE 157
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that of your competitoes?
What other parts of the
process
are being autsourced? To whom?
This is also the time to. be
getting answers. to other
important questions, When a
heat treater says be offers 48hour turnaround, what does
that mean? Does it mean in
Friday and back Monday, or
in Friday and back. Wednesday because the heat treater
doesn't
work weekends?
Does this heat treater offer
24nJ365 service, or does he
close on weekends and holidays? That's
something
you'll want to. knnw if you
don't want to find your product accidentally held hostage
because the heat treater has
closed for the two weeks
over Christmas or for a summer vacation,
If you've had a problem
with getting product back:
consistently ina timely manner, the reaS.ODS may he
here. If the product is being
outsourced, the delay may
be with the other vendor or
with the fact that your heat
treater has built-in delays in
her schedule you didn't
know about.
Is AU Tl!tis Effort
Worth It?
This may seem like a lot
of hassle, especially if you're
not. making aerospace quality
gears. If your customers
don't demand this level of
documentation and quality,
why should you care?
Because in this era. of
increasing global competition and more and more
demanding customers, you
can't afford not to. Remember that in the end. with your
customer, it's your reputation that's on the line. He or
she :is going to. buy the
excuse that the problem lies

MlA1TEiRS
with your heat treat supplier
only once-if that
In the long run, it always
pays to get the best heat
treater you can afford--one
who, ideally, exceeds your
expectations.
You can get
away with heat treating on
the cheap for some time, but
in the end, the practice will
catch up with you, It takes
the loss of only one big,
expensive job to bad heat
treating to cost far more than
you would have paid to go
with a quality product to.
begin with.
Yo.U can benefit from
dealing with an aerospacequality heat treater for your
A'GMA 8 or 10 gears in
another way. You get his
expertise and quality practices without have to pay the
aerospace tariff. His or her
practices will be the same on
your gears as on aerospace
gears because the quality is
built into the plant systems,
and the prices will be competitive because your gears
don't require the liability coverage that aerospace gears do.
Finally, there's the intangible
of having the security of dealing with a company that has a
proven quality track record,
What is that worth to you and
your customers?
The In- House Question
Many gear manufacturers
today are addressing
the
question of getting documented quality heat treating
on time and within budget by
exploring the option of
bringing the whole operation
in-house .. They think, and
not without reason, that there
is no better way to ensure the
job is done the way they
want it done.
But making the decision
to bring heat treating in-bouse
is a big one, The ultimate

•

_----MANAGEMIEINT
equation is a simple one-care
the costs involved going to be
more or less than what you
spend on outside heataeating
now?-but
the variables
complicate the issue.
Much more is involved
than choesinga furnace.
First, generaUy speaking,
you need to be doing a significant WlI01Ult of heat treating to make bringing the
process in-house worthwhile.
Also remember that the cost
of tile furnace is .only the
beginning. What's.a turn-key
operation is going to cost;
i.e., what isthe price of the
furnace, 'the installation. the
plumbing, the extra materials
like appropriate gases,and
the backup equipment to
keep it running?
Then there's the question
of the skilled labor necessary
to do beat treating and tc
keep the equipment running.
Do you have this kind of
personnel available? Can
you get it? Can you afford
the kind of trained per onnel
it requires
to Tun the
machines and manage the
department? And there's the
issue of what to do if your
one furnace breaks down or
needs extended maintenance.
If you have only one furDace, and it goes off-line for
some reason, all of a sudden
your entire delivery schedule
for this job is in jeopardy. At
that point, you have to go to
an outside source for one Dr
two jobs. and yoa'll go to the
end of the line after all his or
her regular customers have
been serviced.
If you can answer all
these questions in a way !hat
makes sen e to you economically. then maybe bringing
heal treating in-house is the
answer. But. that may not be
as likely as you think.

MArTIERS
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A.G,. Dav'is: Hlydlra-'grip

One way that some very
large customers address the
control problem is to negotiate with a heat treater for a.
dedicated furnace at the heat
treater's site. This can be a.
mutually beneficia] arrangement for both parties, but
again, it requires someone
with a lot of product to be
heat treated. to be worthwhile,
~n the end, buying quality
heat treating is just like buying any other goods or services. It's a matter of doing
Y'OIU homework. taking the
time to get the answers [0 all
your pertinent questionsand
making certain cost/value
decisions.
As with most
other transactions. you get
what you pay for.
Good quality gears are
the end result of a lot of hard
andexpensive
work. After
you've gone to all the trouble and expense of designing
and cutting the best gears
you call, do you want to
jeopardize the whole operation willi sloppy heat treating? Scrap is expensive, not
only in terms of lost revenue,
but also in tenus of increased
frustration, lost time, missed
deadlines and damaged customer relations ..
When heat treating is
such an important component of building a quality
gear, can you afford to settle
for anything Iess than the
very best you can afford? 0

A1rbors andiIC:I1U1cks
IHydrauliica'ily Expands

IFor Excellence In
'Work IHo'l~ding
.' Grindingl
• Balancing

• Inspection
• Drill! inOI

• Reaming
• Hobbiing
• Shavingl
• Honiingl

.' Facing
.' Tumiingl
Accuracies to • Boringl
.000020 T.l.R
Send lor ollr
FREE Call'log

A .. IG. Davi.s/.AA Gage
6533

1m. :IIn,"e, Sterling n.lghl., MIchigan 48313

Telephone810 9'77-9000

Fax 810 917·91901

• OEM-, Gear Hcbbers,
Shapers, Grinders and
Inspection Machines

I. RemanufClclun/Relraflt/Re.uU'
,ofYour Barber-Colman Machines

T.n III WUt You Thillk ...
If you found this article of
interest and/or useful.
please circle 201.
For more information about
Progressive Steel Treating.
please circle 202.
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Pllrts/Senlcerpalr

of Your

Barber-Colman, Bourn & IKoch Machinery

bOURn

I»
.-IOCI ...
maCHln T'l:IDtco.

2500 I(jshwelJlou S
Racl<fQrd, 'l811~'
!l'hon.IB1519ti5~13
1FI1I1alS)965-lIII19
E-m.ri: bOllm&bthOwotlJjnaulLnfi
W,b Site: _.bourn
k!)th.tom
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